xpansions of CTG/CAG trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) cause 14 neurodegenerative and neuromuscular diseases (1, 2) . The nonaffected population has stable tracts of 5-24 repeats, whereas unstable disease-causing alleles can have 550 repeats. Repeats can continue to expand in somatic tissues. The mechanism of TNR instability is unknown, but all models explaining TNR expansions involve slipped-DNAs (1-3).
The role of mismatch repair (MMR) in TNR expansions is an area of intense focus (3) . MMR typically maintains genomic integrity by correcting mispaired nucleotides (4) recognized by two eukaryotic protein complexes. The Msh2-Msh6 MutSα complex is required to repair base-base mismatches and nonrepetitive insertion/deletion loops (ID) of 1 to 3 nucleotides or to enhance the repair of IDs of 5, 8, 12 , and 27 excess nucleotides (5, 6) . The Msh2-Msh3 MutSβ complex can repair some but not all basebase mismatches (refs. 6 and 7 and references therein) but can support or enhance repair of the same 1-to 12-nucleotide IDs repaired by MutSα (5, 6) , making it functionally redundant to MutSα (8) . MSH2 or MSH6 deficiencies in mice or humans cause a strong mutator phenotype and cancer (3, 4) . MSH3 deficiencies cause a weak mutator phenotype and no cancer predisposition (3, 4) . msh3/msh6 double mutants recapitulate the phenotype of msh2 −/− mutants (3, 4) . Characterizing the roles of MutSβ has been difficult because the effects of MSH3 deficiencies may be masked by MutSα. Except for TNR instability, in vivo studies have failed to reveal a function predominantly managed by MutSβ (2, 3) .
Curiously, MMR proteins are required for CTG/CAG repeat expansion mutations (3) . TNR expansions in mice require MSH2 (9) (10) (11) , MSH3 (12, 13) , and to a lesser degree PMS2 (14) . The absence of either MSH2 or MSH3 shifts mutations from 90% expansions to 90% contractions (9, 15) . MSH6 deficiency has indirect effects, probably because of competition with Msh3 and Msh6 for binding to Msh2 (12, 13, 16) . Absence of one Msh3 allele decreased the frequency of TNR expansions, indicating that Msh3 is rate limiting (13) . MMR must be functional, because mice with a defective MSH2 ATPase did not incur TNR expansions (17) . It is possible that the mutagenic role of MMR proteins is the result of CTG/CAG repeat structures.
DNA structure plays an important role in MMR; however, some mispaired DNAs are repaired independent of MMR (5, 6, (18) (19) (20) . Unpaired DNA loops formed at nonrepetitive sequences can be mutagenic precursors to deletion or insertion mutations. The length of the DNA loop determines the repair path (5, 6, (18) (19) (20) . Short loops with 1-13 excess nucleotides are repaired in an MMR-dependent manner, but larger loops of up to 216 nucleotides are repaired independent of MMR (5, 6, (18) (19) (20) . Because the size of a nonrepetitive loop affects the selection of the repair path, and because repeat-containing slip-outs differ structurally from nonrepeat loops, it is of interest to study the size of slip-outs formed by disease-relevant CTG/CAG repeats.
Slipped-DNAs probably are mutagenic intermediates of repeat instability (21) . To understand the processing of slippedDNAs, it is critical to appreciate their structural features. SlippedDNAs form by out-of-register pairings between complementary repeat strands at sites of replication, DNA damage, repair, or recombination. In vitro slipped-intermediate DNAs (SI-DNAs) are heteroduplexes of (CTG)x•(CAG)y where x ≠ y. When x > y or x < y, only a single slip-out containing all the excess repeats is formed, extruding from the complementary CTG/CAG duplex at a unique point (21, 22) . Slip-outs cannot branch migrate and once formed do not interconvert to other slipped isoforms (21, 23) .
CTG slip-outs form intrastrand hairpins with T-T mismatches. CAG slip-outs predominantly assume unpaired loops and hairpins with A-A mismatches. As few as one or two excess CTG or CAG repeats can form intra-strand hairpins (24) . In contrast to the distinct structures formed by SI-DNAs, slipped homoduplex DNAs (S-DNAs), having an identical number of repeats in complementary strands (x = y), form a diverse series of slipped-isomers, and each molecule contains multiple short slip-outs. Each molecule of S-DNA formed by (CTG)50•(CAG)50 contained 2-62 short slipouts (1-31 on each strand), each composed of one to three repeat units. S-DNAs and fully duplexed DNA do not readily interconvert (21) . The propensity to form S-DNA and the complexity of slipped species vary with repeat length, tract purity, and flanking nonrepetitive sequences, all factors that contribute to instability in humans suffering diseases caused by TNR repeats (21) (22) (23) (25) (26) (27) . It is unknown if the structural features of SI-DNAs and S-DNAs determine the path by which they may be processed.
Mechanisms of mammalian MMR have been derived largely from in vitro repair of circular heteroduplexes by human cell extracts (4) . We established a similar in vitro assay to process circular slipped-DNAs, which model mutagenic intermediates of instability (28) , to elucidate the mechanism of CTG/CAG instability. Previously, we studied SI-DNAs with slip-outs of 20 excess repeats [(CTG)30•(CAG)50 or (CTG)50•(CAG)30] and observed three repair outcomes: (i) correct repair; (ii) escaped repair; or (iii) error-prone repair in which some but not all of the excess repeats are excised. Repair outcome was highly sensitive to the structural features of the slipped-DNA, depending on slipout sequence (CAG or CTG), on whether the slip-out was in the nicked or continuous strand, and on whether the nick was located upstream or downstream of the slip-out. Outcome of repair for slip-outs of 20 repeats was independent of MMR and nucleotide excision repair proteins (28, 29) . Similar results were reported subsequently by others (30, 31) . Here we considered whether varying structural features of slipped-DNAs (i.e., slipout size and slip-out number) could affect repair path selection, repair outcome, and the requirement for MMR proteins.
Results
Length of Slip-Outs and Nick Location. We focused on isolated slipouts of CTG repeats, because long slip-outs (20 excess repeats of this sequence) were observed previously to escape repair (28) . The ability to escape repair is a means by which expansions could occur: The excess slipped-out repeats would be integrated as expansions. Moreover, in all replication studies, expansions occur when CTG repeat slip-outs form in the newly replicated Okazaki fragments (1) . In contrast to CTG slip-outs, long CAG slip-outs were repaired efficiently, regardless of the presence or absence of MMR proteins (28) . This ability to be repaired with fidelity reveals that genome maintenance can protect against changes in the length of CAG slip-outs.
To determine how the size of a TNR slip-out affects repair, we made a series of circular slipped heteroduplex substrates with an excess of 1, 3, or 20 repeats with a nick located either 5′ or 3′ of the slip-out (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). As described in detail (28, 29) , substrates were prepared by hybridizing single-stranded circular plasmids with their complementary linearized strand of differing repeat lengths, resulting in nicks located at the sites of linearization (SI Appendix, Fig S1) . Substrates were identical except for a single slip-out that varied only in the number of excess repeats. In all substrates, the slip-out extruded at a unique point from a fully base-paired backbone of (CTG)n•(CAG)n, where n could equal 30, 47, 48, or 50 repeats. These substrates were processed in vitro by HeLa extracts and then were assessed for repair. Analysis of repair products by Southern blotting compared with starting material permitted quantitative assessment of repair efficiency at a molar level. Slip-out repair appeared to depend on slip-out size, so that repair efficiency for 1 repeat > 3 repeats > 20 repeats (Fig. 1A) . As previously found for repair of SI-DNAs with 20 excess repeats, repair was nick-directed (using the continuous strand as the template for repair) and bidirectional, and 5′-nicked substrates were repaired more efficiently than 3′-nicked substrates (Fig. 1A : Compare substrates 1, 3, and 5 with substrates 2, 4, and 6). Interestingly, substrates with either one or three repeat slip-outs were repaired more efficiently than a G-T mismatch substrate under similar conditions (Fig. 1A) . In contrast to the short slip-outs, the slipped-DNA with an excess of 20 CTG repeats escaped repair, yielding levels similar to background of the G-T mismatch incubated in the hMSH2-deficient LoVo extract (Fig. 1A : Compare upper and lower panels).
Repair of Short Slip-Outs Requires hMutSβ Over hMutSα. To determine whether MMR proteins are required in the repair of short slip-outs, we processed each of the CTG slipped-DNAs with hMSH2-null (LoVo) extracts, which are devoid of hMSH2, hMSH3, and hMSH6 proteins (32) . LoVo extracts processed the long slip-out of 20 CTG repeats as poorly as did the repairproficient HeLa extract, indicating that hMSH2, hMSH3, and hMSH6 are not required to stabilize or protect this long slip-out from being repaired ( Fig. 1A : Compare upper and lower panels). In contrast, the shorter slip-outs were poorly repaired compared with their efficient processing by MMR-proficient HeLa extracts (Fig. 1A) . The limited amount of product appearing as repaired for all slip-out substrates by LoVo extracts was similar to the nonspecific repair of a G-T mismatch by this MMR-deficient extract (Fig. 1A, Lower) . These low-level repair products by LoVo extracts arise by random incorporation of radionucleotides into both strands (28, 29) , implicating them as nonspecific repair. The observation that the short-CTG slip-outs could be repaired by HeLa but not by LoVo extracts suggests that hMutSα or hMutSβ MMR proteins are required in their processing.
To learn if the repair of short CTG slip-outs is dependent upon hMutSα or hMutSβ, repair assays were performed on the single-repeat slip-out using LoVo extracts supplemented with exogenous recombinant human hMutSα or hMutSβ proteins (Fig. 1B) . Addition of hMutSβ to LoVo restored repair to levels similar to those seen with HeLa extracts. However, hMutSα was able to restore repair only partially. The ability of hMutSβ to repair single CTG slip-outs in the absence of hMutSα was confirmed by the efficient repair mediated by hMSH6-deficient HCT8 cell extracts (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ), indicating that the repair of short slip-outs requires MutSβ rather than MutSα.
Over-or Underexpression of hMutSβ Diminishes Repair. Because it has been suggested that MutSβ binding to CAG/CTG hairpins could misdirect DNA repair (16) and that the levels of MSH3 are rate limiting to CTG/CAG expansions (13), we tested the effect of overexpression of hMSH3 on slip-out repair. We obtained independent single-cell clones of methotrexate-resistant HeLa cells that had undergone >100-fold amplification of the divergently transcribed DHFR-hMSH3 genic region of chromosome 5 (33) . In these HeLa variants, the relative levels of hMSH3 and hMSH6 proteins, but not of hMSH2, varied, thereby altering the molar ratios of hMutSα:hMutSβ. In HeLa
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, hMSH3 protein levels are highly elevated ( Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Levels of hMSH6, and thus hMutSα, are reduced in this line, presumably because the excess hMSH3 sequesters the pool of hMSH2 into hMutSβ, essentially destabilizing hMSH6 (34, 35) . In HeLa MTXR2 , the levels of hMSH3 are decreased, probably because the initial DNA breakpoint during DHFR gene amplification in this cell clone occurs within the hMSH3 gene, thereby disrupting it but not the DHFR gene (33 S3B ). These attributes make these cells useful tools for studying the effects of varied molar ratios of hMutSα:hMutSβ on repair.
To test the effect of altering amounts of hMutSβ on slipped-DNA repair, we processed the single (CTG)1 slip-out by these HeLa variant extracts. At high levels of hMutSβ (HeLa MTXR1 ), repair of a single-repeat slip-out was reduced (Fig. 2B) . It had been shown previously that increasing levels of hMSH3 decreases repair of base-base mismatches requiring hMutSα because of the degradation of hMSH6 (34, 35) . However, the decreased repair of the short CTG slip-out probably is the result of high levels of hMSH3 rather than decreased levels of hMSH6, because the complete absence of hMSH6 had no effect on repair efficiency (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Reduced levels of hMSH3, as in HeLa MTXR2 extracts, also diminished repair (Fig. 2B ) similar to the complete absence of MMR proteins (LoVo, Fig. 1A ). To test further the effect of varying levels of hMSH3 on short slip-out repair, the hMSH3-amplified HeLa MTXR1 extracts were diluted with LoVo extracts, which do not contain hMSH2, hMSH3, or hMSH6. With increasing dilutions (with hMutSβ approaching nonamplified levels), efficiency of repair increased toward levels found in the isogenic HeLa line (Fig. 2C) . Further decreasing the levels of hMSH3, as in the HeLa MTXR2 extracts, led to diminished repair (Fig. 2B ) and ultimately ablated repair in the absence of hMSH3, as in the LoVo extracts (Fig. 1A) . Overexpression of hMSH3 in these cells did not alter CTG/CAG instability at endogenous loci harboring lengths shorter than the instability threshold, suggesting that the effect of hMutSβ may be length dependent (SI Appendix, , and MMR-deficient LoVo extracts to dilute hMSH3 levels. (Lower) Repair efficiencies were calculated on three to six replicates. Graph shows starting background (hatched bars) and repair (white bars). Fig. S4 ). Together, these results suggest that the repair of short slip-outs requires hMutSβ rather than hMutSα; however, too much or too little hMutSβ can partially reduce repair.
Multiple Short Slip-Outs in S-DNA Are Not Repaired. The results described above reveal that structural features of slipped-DNAs can influence repair outcome and the involvement of MMR repair proteins. It has been suggested that the density of A-A or T-T mismatches within CAG or CTG hairpins correlates directly with MutSβ ATPase inhibition (16). As described above, we investigated the effect of the length of an isolated single slip-out in an SI-DNA that extruded at a unique point from a Watson-Crick backbone of around (CTG)50•(CAG)50; longer slip-outs had increased numbers of intrastrand mismatches. Here we consider whether the density of slip-out numbers on a DNA molecule may affect repair. In contrast to the single slip-outs present in heteroduplex SI-DNAs, homoduplex S-DNAs form a series of isomers with numerous slipouts along the repeat tract, most of which are 1 to 3 repeat units long (21) (22) (23) (25) (26) (27) . To determine whether S-DNA is processed in the same manner as SI-DNA, we made circular S-DNA substrates with (CTG)50•(CAG)50 repeats, which have been characterized structurally by electrophoresis, chemical and enzymatic probing, and electron microscopy to have from 2 to as many as 62 short slipouts per molecule distributed on both strands, with each slip-out comprising 1 to 3 repeat units (21) (22) (23) (25) (26) (27) . The majority of molecules (70%) contained up to 26 slip-outs evenly distributed along the tract length between both strands (26) . (Details are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5 .) Slip-outs cannot branch migrate and once formed do not interconvert readily to fully duplexes, nor does the fully duplexed form convert readily to S-DNA (21) . Circular nicked preparations of S-DNA harbored both slipped and fully duplexed DNAs, where the latter was background (Fig. 3 , left lanes and hatched bars). S-DNA substrates were incubated with HeLa or LoVo extracts, and repair was assessed. Interestingly, the presence of multiple slip-outs on either strand greatly inhibited but did not completely ablate repair (Fig. 3, white bars) . Only a small portion (16-26%) of the S-DNA could be repaired to the fully duplexed form by HeLa extracts (Fig. 3) , regardless of nick location (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). The poor repair of S-DNAs does not represent a facile interconversion of S-DNA to and from the fully duplexed form (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ). S-DNA repair was reduced further (6-9%) for the hMSH2-deficient LoVo extracts. The limited S-DNA repair and its reduction without MMR is similar to G-T repair and its reduction to background levels without MMR (28% to 7%, Fig   1A) . Considering that short isolated CTG slip-outs are repaired efficiently in a MutSβ-dependent manner (approaching 90%; Fig. 1 ), and our previously observed MMR-independent repair of long CAG slip-outs (20 repeats) (28) , the small portion of S-DNA repaired by the HeLa extracts probably represents those slipped isomers that have only a few slip-outs (large or small). The further reduction in repair of S-DNA mediated by the MMR-deficient LoVo extracts (Fig. 3) probably represents the inability to repair any substrates containing slip-outs with <3 repeat units, whereas those with a few large slip-outs may have been repaired independent of MMR. The ability to process S-DNAs was affected only mildly by varying the levels of hMSH3 (SI Appendix, Fig. S8) , consistent with the small proportion of reparable S-DNAs. Taken together, repair efficiency depends on both the size of the slip-out, which determines the involvement of hMutSβ, and on the number of slip-outs per DNA molecule, which determines whether repair can proceed (Fig.  4A and SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ).
Discussion
Elucidating the role of MMR proteins in TNR expansions has been challenging (1-3) . A widely cited model to explain how MSH2 and MSH3 generate expansions proposes that MutSβ binds to CAG/CTG slip-outs and protects them from repair. This hypothesis is based on the reduced ability of the human MutSβ complex to hydrolyze ATP when bound to a (CAG)13 or (CTG)13 hairpin (16) . Therefore the protein complex would be unable to translocate along the helix and unable to signal or interact with downstream repair proteins, leaving the excess repeats unrepaired. However, this model is unlikely, because the ATPase activity of MutSβ generally is decreased when bound to ID DNA, which can be repaired efficiently (8, 16) , and, more importantly, the ATPase activity of MSH2 is required to generate repeat expansions in CTG/CAG mice (17) . Further support for a functional MMR system comes from the requirement for PMS2 in TNR expansions (14) . Furthermore, MMR proteins are not required for either the escaped repair of long slip-outs of (CTG)20 or the efficient repair of (CAG)20 slip-outs (28, 29) , an observation confirmed for (CAG)25 (30, 31) . Data revealing how MMR is involved in TNR stability or instability have been lacking. The data pre- sented here support processes through which MMR can both prevent and drive repeat expansions and contractions (Fig. 4) .
The involvement of MMR depends on slip-out size and the number of slip-outs per molecule. Long, isolated slip-outs of (CTG)20 will escape repair, regardless of MMR, such that these slip-outs can be integrated as expansions or contractions (28) . Consistent with this finding, Tian et al. (31) did not observe a significant change in repair of a long (CAG)25 slip-out in the presence of increased MutSβ. For isolated, short (CTG)1-3 slipouts, repair efficiency is affected by the level of MutSβ. At typical hMutSα:hMutSβ ratios, MutSβ prevents instability by efficiently repairing short, isolated slip-outs. Perturbed levels of MutSβ decreased repair of short CTG slip-outs, allowing them to be integrated as expansions. One possibility is that too much MutSβ may bind and saturate the DNA, thereby impairing downstream events, whereas too little MutSβ is insufficient for the multiple protein complexes required to process a single heteroduplex (36) . The sensitivity of short TNR slip-out repair to MutSβ concentration is similar to other reports of repair protein levels affecting repeat instability (29, 37) .
Repair of CTG slip-outs depends on slip-out length: Whereas slip-outs of (CTG)20 escape repair, repair of (CTG)3 is highly efficient, and repair of (CTG)1 is most efficient. The efficiency of short slip-out repair exceeds that of a G-T mismatch (the best repaired of all base-base mismatches), indicating a robust protection against mutations by isolated CTG slip-outs. The role of MMR proteins depends on the length of the CTG slip-out: The escaped repair of a long slip-out does not require MMR proteins to protect it from repair by other repair pathways, and shorter slipouts require MutSβ for repair. The effect of length on the reparability of CTG slip-outs is distinct from the efficient repair of nonrepetitive DNA loops: Whereas shortening the size of the CTG slip-out from 20 to 3 to 1 excess repeats increased repair, shortening nonrepetitive loops from 62 to 27 to 12 to 2 excess nucleotides decreased repair (5). However, in contrast to CTG slip-outs, the efficiency of the repair of long (CAG)20 loops was similar to that of long nonrepetitive loops: Neither required MMR (5, 28) . Also, the preferential repair of short CTG slip-outs by MutSβ rather than MutSα is similar to the ability of these complexes to repair small heterologies of nonrepetitive sequences of two to eight nucleotides (6) . The repair of short CTG slip-outs and short nonrepetitive loops was nick-directed and bidirectional, indicating that their repair occurs by the MMR pathway. The greater effect of MutSβ on repair of short CTG slip-outs parallels the greater requirement of MSH3 and MSH2 for TNR instability in transgenic mice, relative to the limited requirement of MSH6 (12, 13, 15, 17) .
In contrast to the highly efficient repair of isolated short slipouts, clusters of multiple short slip-outs along a single repeat tract almost escaped repair. The poor repair of clustered slipouts in S-DNAs was unaffected by the presence of MutSβ, even at high levels (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). We suggest that closely spaced adjacent short slip-outs interfere with each other's repair, possibly serving as DNA structural blockades. Interference has been observed in the repair of adjacent G-T and U-G mispairs (38) and also in palindromic hairpins with adjacent G-T mispairs by human cell extracts (39) (40) (41) . Notably, the degree of interference increased with diminished distance between the DNA lesions. In bacteria, when two adjacent base-base mismatches are separated by 1 to 3 base pairs, repair of both mismatches can be depressed (42) . Similarly, repair was severely inhibited when nonrepetitive 24-32 nucleotide loop heterologies were placed 33 or 46 base pairs from a base-base mismatch, but repair was efficient when spacing was increased to 325 base pairs (41) . MMR involves excision tracts that can extend to hundreds of nucleotides (4), possibly allowing efficient corepair of a nonrepairable mismatch or ID loop when separated from another mismatch by 107 or 1,448 base pairs (43) . Together, these results reveal proximity-sensitive repair interference between adjacent DNA lesions. Although proximal mispaired lesions are probably rare, high density clustered DNA damage is incurred by ionizing radiation (44, 45) . Repair of radiation-induced clustered DNA damage is severely impaired, primarily because of the proximity of the lesions (45) . Our results now extend interference with the repair of clustered DNA lesions to neurodegenerative disease-causing mutations in which the clustered lesions are multiple slip-outs on an expanded CTG/CAG tract.
We suggest that the poor repair of S-DNAs is caused by proximal adjacent slip-outs interfering with repair when initiation of repair at one lesion may block the repair of adjacent slip-outs. S-DNAs comprise a mixture of slipped isomers, each containing 2-62 short slip-outs of 1 to 3 repeat units each, extruding at various locations along the tract of (CTG)50•(CAG)50 (21) (22) (23) (25) (26) (27) . Most molecules (70%) contained up to 26 slip-outs evenly distributed along the tract length between both strands (26) . The inability of slip-outs to branch migrate prevents their translocation along the helix away from other slip-outs and thus may act as an immovable block to repair. It is possible that the very limited number of S-DNAs that can be repaired by the MMR-proficient extract represents a subset of slipped isomers in which the adjacent slip-outs are spaced sufficiently far from each other to permit repair (Fig. 3) . The further reduced repair of S-DNAs by MMR-deficient extracts might result from an inability to repair the same subset of slipped-isomers, because repair of short slip-outs requires MutSβ. One might expect that in S-DNA the high level of slip-outs creates competition for the repair factors and thus overwhelms the repair machinery. However, we do not favor this interpretation, because the hMSH3-amplified HeLa MTXR1 cell extract did not increase S-DNA repair (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). This result supports the notion that either the DNA lesion or the lesion bound by a protein complex may be a barrier to the efficient signaling of repair, which seems to occur by tracking along the DNA helix (46) .
The poor repair of S-DNAs suggests that slipped-DNAs may be retained in cells over long periods, and attempts to repair them may be error prone and lead to expansions (Fig. 4B) . We speculate that some attempted repair events on slipped homoduplexes may be arrested, allowing strand displacement, intrastrand slippage, reannealing by further out-of-register mispairing, and leaving a gap that, when filled, results in increased repeats in that strand, essentially producing heteroduplexes with an excess of repeats on one or both strands (Fig. 4B) . Reiterations of such events, in the absence of proper repair, would lead to instability (Fig. 4B) . Such attempted but error-prone repair, coupled with the dependence of MMR on slip-out size, is consistent with the requirement for MutSβ in TNR expansions in mice (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 15) . Interference by adjacent slip-outs in the repair of oxidative DNA damage may have similar effects, explaining the requirement for 8-oxoguanine-DNA glycosylase 1 in CTG/CAG expansions (47) .
It is unclear whether TNR expansions occur by multiple stepwise increases of short slip-outs or saltatory jumps of larger slipouts. The observations that slip-outs of one to three excess repeats require MutSβ for repair and that perturbation of MutSβ levels can reduce repair suggest that the increment of change during a single mutagenic step would be one to three excess repeats. Limited evidence from patient tissues supports incremental changes of 1 to 3 CTG/CAG units per mutation event (48) (49) (50) (51) , similar to that occurring at other simple repeats such as (CA)n and (A)n (52, 53) .
The results presented here support roles for MMR both in preventing and in driving TNR repeat instability. Path selection depends on structural features of slipped-DNAs. Long CTG slip-outs and clustered slip-outs escape repair and can be integrated as expansions, whereas the repair of isolated short slip-outs depends on the presence and concentration of MutSβ.
Materials and Methods
Slipped-DNA Substrates. Substrates containing pure (CTG)n•(CAG)n repeats, in which n = 30, 47, 48, or 50, and flanking human DM1 sequences were pre-pared as described (28, 29) . G-T reagents were gifts of P. Modrich (Duke University, Durham, NC). Mesner, University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville, VA) were grown and extracts were prepared as described (28, 29, 33) . Only preparations functional in SV40 in vitro replication were used. Western blots were performed by simultaneous blotting (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). Antibody to DHFR was a gift of J. R. Bertino (University of Medicine & Dentistry of New Jersey).
Recombinant hMutSα and hMutSβ Expression. Baculoviruses expressing histagged hMSH2, hMSH3, and hMSH6 were gifts of Guo-Min Li (University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY). Expression and purification were performed as outlined (27, 31, 36, 54) (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 ).
Repair Reactions and Efficiencies. Slipped-strand and G-T repair reactions were conducted and efficiencies determined as outlined (refs. 28 and 29 and SI Appendix).
